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Cayen Frame Application

Hinged Door √

Drawer Front √

Bi-fold √

Top Sliding √

Bottom Sliding √

Lockable √

Lift up (aventos) √

Flap door √

Pull out (Pegaso) √

Please see our order forms to help with full details for ordering

Aluminium Frame Doors for Cupboards and Wardrobes

  

Broad range of glass panels (4 or 5mm. Other types available - please inquire)  Note maximum panel sizes to meet AS1288-2006 safety standard: 
4mm tough = 2.2 sq m, 4mm vinyl back & 5mm tough = 3.0 sq m

Suitable for use with or without handle holes through glass:

Plain toughened safety glass Painted toughened safety glass Decorative film on toughened safety glass
Clear 4mm Tough Clear 4mm Tough + Colourback (Plain colour) Clear 4mm Tough + Dark Tint Film
Grey 4mm Tough Starphire 4mm Tough + Colourback (Plain colour) Clear 4mm Tough + Frosted Film Broad range of other films available on request.
Bronze 4mm Tough Clear 4mm Tough + Colourback (Metallic) Clear 4mm Tough + Milk Glass Film
M4 Frosted (acid-etched) 4mm Tough Starphire 4mm Tough + Colourback (Metallic) Starphire 4mm Tough + Frosted Film
Starphire 4mm Tough Starphire 4mm Tough + Milk Glass Film
Spottswood 5mm Tough

Suitable for use with no handles, or with handles attached to frame only:  (not suitable for use with handle holes in glass due to likelihood of cracking) 

Mirrors Painted vinyl back safety glass
Vinyl backed safety mirror 4mm L4 White/optiwhite
BRONZE Vinyl backed safety mirror 4mm L4 Green/float
GREY Vinyl backed safety mirror 4mm L4 Blue/float

L4 Metallic grey/float

Suit: hinged & lift-up doors (Blum 
Aventos).  Not recommended for 

doors that are tall and wide 

Suit: hinged, lift-up, sliding and bi-fold applications.  Recommended for hinged doors up to 2650 high and 600 wide.  
For tall doors over 600 wide, sliding or bi-fold applications are recommended.  

Suit: hinged doors only, hinged on wide 
profile.  Not recommended for doors that 

are tall and wide 

Note: we have a shortlist of handles and knobs 
that can be fitted directly onto glass without 
drilling, using special double-sided adhesive 
tape.  This can avoid the need for handle 
holes.  Please inquire if this is of interest.
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frame only,  9mm in from edge
&min. 70mm from corner
Glass = frame less 30mm
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glass and frame,  28mm from edge
& min. 70mm from corner
Glass = frame less 7mm
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frame, 9mm in from edge, or
glass and frame, 35mm from edge
& min. 70mm from corner
Glass = frame less 30mm
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frame only, 9-26mm from edge
& min. 70mm from corner
Glass = frame less 66mm
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Top/bottom rail Side / stile
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frame only,  9mm in from edge
&min. 10mm from corner
Glass = frame less:
19mm from height, 82mm from width
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CAYEN

The broad face of the Cayen makes a bold statement of class, with the 
narrow inner edge visible behind glass.

Handles and knobs can be fitted directly to the Cayen frame without drilling 
the insert, allowing a large choice of handles and inserts.

The Cayen frame suits a broad range of applications. It is especially suited 
for fitting Kethy locks, where security is required.


